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Arts in the Street for the Man in the Street

What is Singapore Arts Street?
Singapore Arts Street is a one-of-a-kind outdoor annual art event in Singapore where
you can appreciate many forms of arts in a casual environment.
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See it closer. Hear it closer. Feel it closer.

The Philosophy Behind
We at Singapore Arts Street understand the important role of the Arts in society and
believes that everyone should be given a chance to experience the arts.
For Artists
The event serves as a platform for artists to showcase their inspired and inspirational
works and performances, exchange their ideas, impart their knowledge and share their
passion with peers, local and international audience.
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For Visitors
The event aims to bring the arts to the masses in the most engaging way possible; by creating
an experience that is fun, free, eye-opening, interactive and hands-on and drawing in people
of all ages and backgrounds.

How many saw Singapore Arts Street 2008?
approximately

20,000
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Art lovers / International & Local families / Tourists

What visitors had experienced in Singapore Arts Street 2008?
1. The event was been held in 2 locations, a city location and a heartland location, given better accessibility
to members of the public. The 2 locations also made bringing these made-in-Singapore arts possible
to be shown to people from around the world and Singapore.
2. More than 500 drawings, paintings and prints from local artists of different backgrounds were showcased.
The participating artists were at site attending their art works and interested visitors during the event.
Being in a casual exhibition setting, the visitors have the opportunity to interact with the artists and
learn their creation processes. Artists were also be able to learn from each others.
3. More than 1,000 pieces of various forms of handmade art and crafts were showcased in a casual art
bazaar setting. Creators and artists were creating their pieces on the spot. Visitors were able learn some
techniques by watching these demonstration and interacting with the creators.
4. About 25 diverse performances from music, vocal, dance, band to street acts were presented. Visitors
were invited to learn some basic skill from the performers on the spot and be a part of the performances.
5. Live demonstrations of more than 20 art works were created by about 30 artists right in front of the
visitors. From various painting medium on canvas, to creation of 4.2 x 2.1m graffiti and 1.2 x 7.2m
street painting, visitors can see the techniques and medium used during the demonstration. Public can
also interact with the demonstrating artists by asking questions.
6. 3 pieces of 4.2 x 2.1m art works (2 graffiti and 1 pointillism) are created by the consolidating effort
of the visitors.
8. Many art and craft-making demonstrations were conducted by the art trainers during the event. And
theres more than 20 of these workshops were available for the interested visitors to learn on the spot.
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7. 3 free-of-charge hands-on spots given the visitors the opportunity to explore with 3 art mediums.

How did the artist and local community supported Singapore Arts Street 2008?

Ms Chng Seok Tin (Cultural Medallion recipient), Ms irene Hong (local renowned artist) and Mr Tan Kok Leong (mouth artist)
sharing their artistic visions with GOH Mrs Lim Hwee Hua and VIP guest Mr Lee Suan Hiang
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1. About 110 artists from different backgrounds participated
2. About 190 helpers and volunteers from 11 social enterprises and local community organisations participated
3. More than 36 sites from a wide spectrum of local and artist communities documented and promoted the event through
their community websites, personal websites and blog sites
4. Received close to 120 positive comments from different nationalities and age of participants, visitors and officials
5. Acclaimed artists such as Cultural Medallion recipient, Ms Chng Seok Tin, Ms Irene Hong, Mr Low Tho Seng, Mr Jimmy
Quek, Mr Ng Woon Lam and Mr Tung Yue Nang exhibited their works and shared their artistic visions with visitors
6. Mrs Lim Hwee Hua, Senior Minister of State for Finance and Transport and Member of Parliament for Aljunied GRC
was our guest-of-honour
7. Mr Lee Suan Hiang, Chief Executive Officer of National Art Council graced our opening ceremony
8. Ms Denise Yip, Chairman of Citizens' Consultative Committee Serangoon visited our event and left us a positive comment

Publicized nation-wide via
16 Media Channels

News brought to Asia-Pacific Region via
10 Media Channels

8-days
Appetite
Arts Beat
Clarkequay.com.sg
Farm.sg
Islandmarketing.co.kr (Korea)
Lifestyle.sg
Neartsfest.com.sg
Omy.sg
Sin Chew Daily (Malaysia)
Singaporehotels.com
The Finder
The Sun (Malaysia)
Time-Out.com
VisitSingapore.com
WWW.sg (The Singapore Info Map)

Capital 95.8FM
Channel 8
Channel News Asia
Channel U
Lianhe Zaobao
Lush 99.5FM
Spring
Today
The Straits Times
XIN.sg
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How did the media support Singapore Arts Street 2008?

How Singapore Arts Street benefits the artist and local communities?
Singapore Arts Street is a peoples event.
Its an event for anyone who wants to,
be involved in the making of event
showcase their creation and talent to local & international audiences
exchange their ideas, impart their knowledge and share their passion for the arts
slow down their pace and enjoy a few moments with families and friends
explore their interest towards the arts - learn, try and have fun
widen their explosure to the various forms of arts
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Whats the unique experience?
As I walk down the street...
I see intricate art pieces lining a wall stretching 60m long; pieces I can admire, ask their
creators about and even purchase as I wish.
I enjoy performances put up by talented buskers, who spice up the Street, giving it a
distinctive sense of fun and beat!
I interact with the performers and artists, understanding their inspiration behind their
creations and sharing with them my thoughts and feelings.
I explore the numerous art booths that offer innovative handicrafts and live painting sessions.
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I engage my young ones with exciting activities that help bring out the little artists in them!

What visitors say about Singapore Arts Street?
The following is a small selection of quotes from the 120 positive comments,

"The purpose of bringing Singapore Arts Street to the heartlands was "two-fold". It would expose residents to various forms of art
without them having to go to the city, and also provide a "very good platform" for local artists to show their talents to more people."
- Mrs Lim Hwee Hua, Senior Minister of State for Finance & Transport and Member of Parliament for Aljunied GRC Source: Today, 23 June 2008

"Thank you for bringing the Arts into the heartland... You have touched hearts and inspired minds. Keep it up!"
- Denise Yip, Chairman CCC Serangoon

Im glad to see many artists participating this event to create awareness of art. Im hoping to see the event growing bigger
each year and become an unique art scene of Singapore. Let arts bloom. (Translation) - Tung Yue Nang, Renowned Local Artist
"I'm so proud of Singapore. Singapore has many wonderful artists. The drawing is amazing!" -

Simone Ong, 7-years old

"Great event! Interesting + colourful. Very inspiring." - the Look family, Australia
"My only regret is that I've not participated in the Arts Street until this year... So many diverse artists and so many interesting
souls in Singapore... Who can call us a cultural desert now?!" - Elfie Sam
"It give good relationship between people from different countries. Marvelous, good, keep it up."

- Anthony, India

London Affordable Arts event help young artists to learn to operate their own art business, great to see such opportunity
is available in Singapore - Singaporean, Art buyer
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"Singapore Arts Street 2008 is very well organised. It gives excellent opportunities for artists to mingle with each other
and for the public to get a feel of the various forms of art." - Theresa Lein & Pauline Goh

and touches 20,000 hearts
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A show put up by
more than
300 art participants...

